Following the concept of fault tolerant control systems, the paper is concerned with the problem of reconfiguration to retain fault tolerance in control of linear continuous-time systems with system dynamics faults. The main idea is to use a reference model output to be followed when a fault occurs, while the nominal control loop structure is kept untouched and the controllers with nominal parameters remains a part of the reconfigured control loop scheme. The full state control principle is applied for nominal control strategy and the static output control principle is proposed for the compensation control law. Exploiting the D-stability circle region precept, new conditions for control laws parameter design are introduced and proven, as well as stability of the cascade-like reconfiguration structure is analysed in the paper. To illustrate oncoming properties, the proposed feasible procedure is compared with that which was obtained using the bounded real lemma principle. The results, offering the sufficient and necessary design conditions, are illustrated with a numerical example to note the effectiveness of the proposed approach and its applicability.
Introduction
Control reconfiguration is a part of the problem noted as fault detection, identification and reconfiguration (FDIR), possessing the ability of accommodating system failures automatically. To recover at least in part the performance of the fault-free control, the main idea to control reconfiguration is to modify the feedback gain so that the reconfigured system approximates the nominal system in some sense to fix the system with faults so that it can continue its mission for some time with certain limitations of functionality (Chandrasekaran and Harender, 2015; Mahmoud and Xia, 2014; Zolghadri et al., 2014) . Generally, control reconfiguration includes the selection of new actuators or sensors and the redesign of the control law with respect to the new control configuration. For more complex systems, it is possible to pre-design controllers for the anticipated fault cases, and switch to the corresponding controller once a fault is detected and isolated.
Recent developments in the failure detection and failure identification areas have led to numerous approaches to control law reconfiguration (see, e.g., Blanke et al., 2006; Noura et al., 2009 ; and the references therein). One of the key reconfigurable control methods is reference model-based control, where the main objective is to maintain as much similarity as possible achieved by reassigning the feedback gains to the original designed. Based on the pseudo-inverse methods, and modified pseudoinverse methods, the lack of stability guarantees puts constraints on its application (Gao and Antsaklis, 1989; Staroswiecki, 2005) . Rather than claiming the closed-loop faulty system to have model of the nominal system, it can be required to design the control reconfiguration for trajectory following problem in which the reference is the nominal trajectory, or an approximate of the nominal system model trajectory (Erzberger, 1968; Staroswiecki and Cazaurang, 2004) . Some comprehensive new approaches, concerning the model reference tracking control, can be found, e.g., in Bezzaoucha et al. (2015) , Mansouri et al. (2009) and Vaidyanathan and Azar (2016) .
The cascade control is used to achieve fast rejection of disturbance before it propagates to the outer part of the plant. To apply for plants with system faults, a cascade state controller structure is proposed in Acosta-Santana et al. (2013) , to keep intact the original controller and nominal trajectory tracking, while the estimation error is used as basis for the correction. Relaxing the cascade structure existence conditions , in the paper proposed technique generalises this approach in accordance to the model-reference control tenets. The design conditions for the reconfiguration control law are formulated using -stability D conditions to construct sets of linear matrix inequalities (LMI) combined with one matrix equality, while knowledge of the nominal state control law parameter is required for the correction control law part design. To achieve the desired control objective, the full state control segment in connection with a static output control part is realised within the reconfiguration cascade structure. To make the relevant reference design strategy for the closed-loop behaviour of the cascade structure under a system dynamic parameter fault, the control gain parameters design method, based on the bounded real lemma principle is introduced . It is observed that aforementioned structure requires the information of the fault system matrix parameters that the control systems might compensate.
The paper is organised as follows. Following the introduction given in Section 1, the preliminary (Section 2) presents problem formulation, focused on faulty system model and updated formulas for the system -stability, D as well as a short analytical description of the model reference failure accommodation. As consequence, in Section 3 is presented a model reference-based formulation of the cascade-like state control reconfiguration structure. Within the given structure the stability is analysed and the design conditions are provided in Section 4. Then, in Section 5, simulation results are presented and some concluding remarks are equated in Section. 6.
Throughout the paper, the following notations are used: x T , X T denotes the transpose of the vector x and the matrix X, respectively, diag[ · ] enters up a block diagonal matrix, rank(·) remits the rank of a matrix, for a square matrix X < 0 means that X is symmetric negative definite matrix, 1 X represents the pseudo-inverse of a non-square matrix X, the symbol I n indicates the n th order unit matrix, labels the set of real numbers and , n n r × refers to the set of all n-dimensional real vectors and n × r real matrices, respectively.
Basic preliminaries

Nominal system
In the paper, there are taken into account square linear dynamic systems described in the fault-free conditions as
where ( ) n t ∈ q stands up for the system state vector, ( ) 
where n n n × ∈ I is identity matrix and a complex number s is the transform variable of the Laplace transform (Debnath and Bhatta, 2007) .
It is supposed that (A, B) is controllable and stabilisable and (A, C) is observable and detectable (Crusius and Trofino, 1999) , i.e., the system (1), (2) can be stabilised by ( ) ( ),
where r n n × ∈ K is the control gain and the nominal unforced closed-loop description is
To design an asymptotically stable closed-loop system, where the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system matrix A c lie in the circle with the origin s o = -a + 0i and radius within the complex plane S, while a, , ∈ 0, a > > the following updated formulas yields.
Definition 1 (LMI region):
A subset D of the complex plane S is called a stable LMI region if
where
is the region characteristic function.
Lemma 1 (Krokavec and Filasová, 2015) : Defining the LMI region by the region characteristic function 
where 2 2 ( , )
is a negative definite symmetric block matrix, characterising pole clustering in the given LMI region.
Definition 2 (Khalil, 2002) : A square matrix A is called Hurwitz (stable) matrix if every eigenvalue of A has strictly negative real part. If A is Hurwitz matrix, then the dynamical system (1), (2) has Hurwitz transfer function matrix (3), i.e., the poles of all elements of G(s) have negative real part.
Lemma 2 : If A is Hurwitz and G(s) takes the form equation (3) 
where γ ∈ is H ∞ norm of the transfer function matrix of the system.
Lemma 3 (Schur complement) (VanAntwerp and Braatz, 2000) : Let S is a real matrix, and N is a positive definite symmetric matrix of appropriate dimension, then the following inequalities are equivalent
Faulty system model
Considering the faulty system model as
is the faulty system dynamics matrix,
is the faulty system input matrix, and ( ) ,
denotes the faulty system state variables vector, the vector of the input variables and the vector of faulty output variables, respectively. Note, generally, the matrix A fcn = A f -B f K n may not be a Hurwitz matrix.
Using the reference model approach, the design objectives to control reconfiguration can be incorporated into a reference model (Gao, 1996) . To simplify the objectives in failure accommodation, the reference model is chosen on the base of the nominal closed-loop system model (5), (6) by setting
where o ( ) r u t ∈ is a forced external reference input signal. Then, substituting equation (15) into system model (1), (2), the stable reference model is given as (Gao and Antsaklis, 1989) 
where matrix A cn has to be Hurwitz and given as in equation (5).
Lemma 4:
The states of the faulty system (13), (14) follow the reference model state of equations (16), (17) under the control policy (19) is satisfied, the state error equation
will be stable if both the matrices A cf , A cn are Hurwitz, where
Proof: Considering the reference model structure (16), (17) and the faulty system model (13), (14) it is convenient to write q(t) and q f (t) as a column vector,
The extended system model properties can be described using q(t) and the equation for the error vector (20). Thus, to perform the separation principle, the transform matrix T can be defined with respect to equation (20) as
where, evidently, it yields
that is, equation (23) can be transformed as
Because of the block structure of the connected system (28), it is evident that the separation principle holds with respect to e f (t). Formulas for the solution can be obtained by substituting equations (18), (20) and (21) 
from which it is clear that 
solutions of K qf , K uf implying from equations (31), (32) are given by
To write equation (30) in an abbreviated form, substitution of equation (33) gives
and it is obvious that the sufficient conditions (19) implies from equation (34). This concludes the proof. ■ Lemma 4 reveals the major problems in formulating the control reconfiguration using a reference model, and therefore it has been included in the preliminary section. Considering the control law form (18), the state of faulty-free model has to be known. This leads to incorporation of the nominal model of the closed-loop system into reconfiguration control structure, like there are applied the virtual actuators in case of actuator faults (Steffen, 2005) .
Practically, using equation (20), then equation (18) can be rewritten as follows
while the condition is that the matrix A f is Hurwitz [the conditions (33) are only necessary] and the state of the faulty system is measurable. If the matrix A cf is designed to be Hurwitz, because the reference model is stable and q(t) is bounded for any bounded u o (t), the conditions in equation (19) may not be exactly met. Note, the choice (31), (32) does not neglect the dependency of e f (t) on equation (16) since e f (t) is defined as equation (20). The forced external reference input signal u o (t) define the system working point. Moreover, the conditions are formulated for state tracking, which are different from output tracking conditions and more conservative.
Cascade reconfiguration structure
Considering only system dynamics faults (B f = B), the reference model can be chosen on the base of the closed-loop faulty system model. Since equations (13), (14) for structure with system dynamics faults are modified as
the control policy in the faulty regime can be prescribed as follows
is a forced external reference input signal in the cascade law control structure. Thus, the reference model is proposed to be of the form
,
while ( ) t u ◇ is the forced external reference input signal.
Theorem 1: The state of the square faulty system (36), (37) under the control policy
asymptotically converge to the state of the reference model (39), (40) 
, 
are asymptotically stable.
Proof: Writing equations (1), (2) and (39), (40) as
and noticing in a similar way as before, then equation (50) can be rewritten in an equivalent form
Considering the control inputs as follows
the following structure can be verified 0 
and, because of the block structure of the connected system (55), it is evident that the separation principle holds with respect to e(t). Therefore, since 
Equations (56) 
which implies (43). This concludes the proof. ■
where u nf (t) in the nominal structure of the forced mode control law, as well as u rf (t) in a compensation structure, are as follows 
The separation principle noted with equation (55) implies that the matrix parameters of the nominal control law structure and compensation structure can be designed sequently, starting with the value of K n .
Corollary 2: Since the separation principle yields, equations (46), (55) under the input conditions w(t) = 0, y(t) = 0 imply ( ) 
where, with ( ) , 
Therefore, the disturbance transfer function matrix to equations (61), (62) is
and K n can be designed optimising H ∞ norm of the disturbance transfer function (64).
Design of control parameters
Within the given structures (47), (48), the design conditions are provided in the following theorems.
Theorem 2: The error vector equation (48) 
When the above conditions hold, the gain matrix K n can be computed as
Hereafter, * denotes the symmetric item in a symmetric matrix.
Proof: Substituting in equation (10) as A c the matrix (45) gives
Since equation (68) is a bilinear matrix inequality, defining the transform matrix
and pre-multiplying the left-hand side and post-multiplying the right-hand side of equation (68) 
Then, if the above conditions hold, the gain matrix K n of can be computed as 
it can be shown that the condition for the system error to be asymptotically stable is
Making use of this inequality, it can be find that
and, based on equations (80), (81), the Schur complement property implies 0 0.
Defining the transform matrix
and pre-multiplying the left side and post-multiplying the right side of equation (83) by T°, it yields 0 0.
Thus, writing as follows
then with the notation
Equations (84), (85) imply equation (73). This concludes the proof. ■ To design the compensation structure, the same principle is proposed. Note, if a solution exists, only m eigenvalues of A cf lie in the prescribed -stability D circle region (Krokavec and Filasová, 2015) .
Theorem 4:
The faulty state vector equation (49) 
where .
Then, if the above conditions hold, K o can be computed as 1 .
Proof: Replacing in equation (10) the triple ( , , ) a P by ( , , )
and exchanging A c in equation (92) for A cf of the form equation (44), the design condition overrides as
and pre-multiplying the left-hand side and post-multiplying the right-hand side (93) by T o then it yields is the signal gain matrix. Using the static decoupling principle, the following theorem gives the condition to design the signal gain matrix.
Theorem 5: If the system reconfiguration scheme is stabilisable by the control policy (59), (60) and if (Wang, 2003) 
then the signal gain matrix W in equation (59) can be computed in regime dependency as
where W = W n for the faulty-free mode, while W have to switch to W f when the system dynamics fault is detected and isolated. 
Thus, considering y o = w o , then equation (103) implies equation (99). Analogously, considering the faulty system, it can be derived equation (100). This concludes the proof. ■
The cascade reconfiguration control scheme is presented in Figure 1 , representing the structure where a reference output y r (t) be followed when a fault occurs. To obtain the forced mode regime, the reference signal y r (t) has to be connect to w(t).
Illustrative example
Consider the classical example (Kautsky et al., 1985) , the state space representations (1), 
To complete the design procedure, applying the same values of the prescribed stability region parameters a o = 5.7, o = 5.0, the gain matrix K o is designed by solving equations (87)- (89) It is evident that in this case only tree eigenvalues lie into prescribed D stable LMI region, but a stable solution exists since the directly uncontrollable eigenvalue is stable.
To set up the equal working point of the closed-loop system in the forced mode for nominal and faulty regimes, the signal gains matrices were designed by using equations (99), (100) 
As results, Figures 2 and 3 show the output and input variables of the closed-loop system in cascade reconfiguration structure when the fault occurs in the matrix A at the time instant t = 15 s. The control reconfiguration law is applied at the structure with the faulty system at the time instant t = 20 s (reflecting the fault detection and isolation time delay lasted approximately 5 s). Practically, it means that the control law parameters of the cascade structure were still the same and, with unchanged w(t), the signal gain matrix W n is switched to W f . It is obvious that the system fault impact on the system output was compensated by using the reconstructed control.
To compare the results, the nominal control gain is designed by solving the design conditions (72) Obviously, the closed-loop cascade structure is stable under the corresponding control laws. Using in simulation the same initialisation conditions as well as the same fault scenario, Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the closed-loop behaviour of the cascade structure under a system dynamic parameter fault, where the control law gain parameters are designed by bounded real lemma principle.
Comparing the new results with these ones obtained by bounded real lemma principle, the simulation indicate that the proposed design strategy lead to a periodic solutions and the overall nature of the fault in the amplitude of input and output signals is significantly soft. Simulations indicate that the cascade structure satisfies good performance requirements under unknown external disturbances. The limitation in reconfiguration responses, given by the fault detection and isolation time-delay, is also acceptable. 
Concluding remarks
Based on the reference model control principle, the system matrix parameter fault influence on the system output is analysed for a cascade structure of control reconfiguration, where the inner loop is the nominal control loop. With a time-delay, reflecting the fault detection and isolation time consumption, the reconfigured controller part is activated after a fault occurrence and keeping the nominal control intact. Although within this limitation, the construction of cascade reconfiguration is simple and the feasible design conditions are devised, theoretically based on recent results in linear matrix inequalities.
The reconfiguration parts are formulated as autonomous, keeping untouched the nominal control loop structure and ensuring asymptotically stable closed-loop reconfiguration. Exploiting the D-stability circle region precept, pole placements according to the desired specifications is successfully realised. To compare the proposed design strategy for the cascade control structure under a system dynamic parameter fault, the nominal control parameter design, based on the bounded real lemma principle, is used. The proposed methods present new control dynamics features, emphasising that the advantage offered by the approach is a collection of feasible algorithms Since the signal gain matrix are designed for the system steady state, they perform fault decoupling properly in steady states. The design features are illustrated when applied to a case-study simulation.
